Things you never knew
about food
Some say that humans cannot exist without love, more
daring ones say it's oxygen that we need the most, but
we are sure that food is the fuel to human existence.
Here are some interesting information, weird facts
and some of them almost seem too crazy to be true:

Task 1
Read the article "Things you never
knew about food". Make notes
about the information that has
surprised you most. Why?
What is the most unusual thing
you've ever eaten? What is your
opinion of Chinese/British food?
Do you know the nutritional value of
the things you eat every day? Which
food is overpriced?

#1 The most stolen food in the world is cheese!
#2 Lobsters and oysters used to be working class
food.
#3 The invention of the sandwich is said to be
invented by the Earl of Sandwich; a gambling addict
who didn't want to leave the table to eat.
#4 You can't overcook mushrooms!
#5 A quarter of the world's hazelnuts are used for
Nutella!
#6 Loud music makes you drink more, and faster!
#7 Without flies, there would be no chocolate.
#8 One fast food burger can have meat from 100
different cows.
#9 The red food dye for Skittles is made from boiled
beetles.
#10 In an emergency, coconut water can be used for
blood plasma.
#11 Scientists can turn peanut butter into diamonds.
#12 Potatoes can absorb and reflect Wi-fi signals.
#13 The Aztecs used chocolate as currency.

#14 Healthy
food costs up to
10x as much as
junk food.

Task 2

Watch the video "The science of addictive food":

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4cpdb78pWl4 and put the words from the box in the gaps.
hardwired

enhancing bliss

crunch replicate taste receptors spoonful tremendous

palatable proprietary irresistible vanished

There's science behind that______________________.

When you're
craving for
the corresponding chemical reaction in your brain.
Here's the process for __________cheese flavouryummy
without the and
cheese.
If they can __________chemical reaction that may happen on your tongue or an aroma they can
healthy food,
simulate the taste of something without it being at all real.
Fungry
Vegan
The food industry is extremely secretive, competitive
and__________.
When they hit the perfect amounts, they call itFood
"the __________point"
is your for sugar, "the mouth fill"
for fat, "the flavour burst" for salt - they know that their products will be ______________.
go-to stop.
The food industry is even researching the connection between ___________on your tongue and

Scientists agree that these highly __________foods can be addictive.
It becomes _________ and it's very hard to overcome.

Just one _________lights up the happy zones of brains in clinical trials.

And what happens is then that your brain gets fooled into thinking that calories have_________.
The___________amounts of money stand behind creating tastes and smells that feel real but in
reality are completely artificial.

Task 3

Now watch the video again and answer the following
questions.

According to the video, what is the goal of the food industry?
What do food companies rely on in order to understand how
to make food attractive to us?

How long did Michael Moss investigate science beyond
processed food?

What are the starting materials for making cheese flavours?
What was the former position of Bruce Bradley?
What is his occupation now?

What is one of the reasons why he left the industry?

What does Michael Moss compare the process of writing of
his book to?

Which word does the food industry hate?

What did Francis McGlone feed the British chef as a part of
BBC program?

Which food company did he do Neuroscience for?

Which other part of the body fascinates the food scientists?
What is a "morish" food?

Task 4
Complete the following common idioms with the correct
food item. Use a dictionary, if necessary.
FOOD
IDIOMS
An idiom is a phrase, saying
or a group
of words that
has a metaphorical (not literal) meaning, which has
become accepted in common usage. Do you know these
food related English idioms and their meanings? Test
yourself.
Cry over spilled milk
In a nutshell
Go bananas
Chew the fat
Hit the sauce
Apple of his/her eye
Put all your eggs in one basket
Smart cookie
Finger in every pie
A piece of cake
Walk on Eggshells
Couch potato
Nutty as a fruitcake
Tough cookie

TO SPILL THE
BEANS
Meaning: To reveal
secret information
unintentionally or
indiscreetly.

Task 5
Name all the items you are familiar with from the trolley.
Task 6
Discuss the questions on pp 42-43, exercises 1 and 2, in your
textbook.
How might the things in the photos be bad or good for people's
health? Which might be both bad and good?
Task 7
Workbook Unit 5
Listen and do the following:
Exercises 1 and 2, p 42, T 21
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